
MBYLL SUMMARY OF INCIDENT REPORTS FROM 2021 SEASON 

(NOT inclusive of all reports -- Towns and Names removed)  

 

Classic L3/4 Game 

- Score was 27-9. At one point a XXXXXXXX coach exploded on our HS age AO early in the game, in 

a way I haven't seen happen in years of coaching, and was completely out of line, especially 

after chirping previously in the game. 

 

Classic L3/4 Game 

- Early in the game there were some hard stick checks to my players helmet 

- Throughout the entire game the XXXXXXX players threw unnecessary stick checks to my players 

backs and shoulder pads as they ran up the field. None of these were called by the officials and 

more importantly not one time did a XXXXX coach address the out of control sticks by their 

players. Overall this was not the worst game I have ever been involved in . 

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- Way too much slashing for a 5/6 youth game 

- The 3rd quarter ended with several flags thrown and by this time I was locking in offenders and 

penalty time was now being increased. I called the teams over and asked them if they wanted to 

play lacrosse like it should be played and if they thought they could finish the game cleanly. 

 

Classic L75/6 Game 

- I have been involved with youth lacrosse at various levels, including club travel teams, for almost 

a decade now. Never in any of my years involved in this sport have I witnessed such violent 

aggression as displayed by the XXXXXX team. Full body cross checks, constant slashing, and 

targeting. Several times throughout the game I could hear the XXXXXXXX players yelling slash 

number xx and take him out of the game; slash number yy and take him out of the game, put a 

full body check on that kid, etc. Not only did they say these things, but they also actually 

followed through on them.  

- That child is home from school today with a bruised forehead and an injured back, and on the 

way to the pediatrician for a concussion check. We spoke with the XXXXXX coach several times 

about getting his players under control. Each time we were met with a shrug and he just walked 

away. 

- One kid on the XXXXX team lost his stick on a play, yet still proceeded to hit one of my players 

with his hands and tackled him to the ground. Absolutely appalling.  

 



Select L5/6 Game 

- The score keeper overheard my players speaking about a play and apparently the boy they were 

talking about was his son and he took it personally. He took a few very aggressive steps towards 

my players from the box and with eyes full of rage, screamed, "why don't you shut the fuck up, 

that's my son" 

- In all my years coaching, I have never seen a scorekeeper verbally attack 12 yr old and with such 

Rage in his eyes. 

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- I have never felt the need to report an incident as I know things happen and kids or coaches can 

have bad days but in my 7 years of coaching youth sports and 5 years of coaching Classic 

Lacrosse I have never coached against anyone that was blatantly applauding an illegal hit that 

lead to a penalty and injury to the opponent.  

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- 2 boys were ejected from XXXXXXX for deliberately tomahawking kids without the ball with 

intent to injure. Their parents were yelling F-bombs at the ref for ejecting them and their coach 

unfortunately didn't address the issue with his kids. XXXXXXXX has SERIOUS issues based on our 

experience and we have no desire to subject our kids to their program ever again.  

 

Classic L7/8 Game 

- Words were exchanged, our player said he was mocked about the beating they just took, 

pushing & shoving & punches were thrown. I tried to break up the fight & grab our player who 

was now getting hit by multiple players. One of our assistant coaches was also pulling kids off 

the melee as a XXXXXX player came at our player from behind swinging his stick. After the fight I 

went over to the XXXXXX coach & exchanged heated words with him in regards to the whole 

game, how it went down & that he didn't once try to stop the fight. The back & forth continued 

between us, which, on my part was unacceptable, but after 60 minutes of running up a score & 

mocking our players while he stood by I had enough. He took no responsibility for his or his 

team's actions & the argument continued. A XXXXXX fan told me to shut my fucking mouth, 

called me a faggot & to go back to YYYYYY. 

Same game, other coach: 

- This, for some reason, angered the XXXXX coach who confrontationally approach our sideline 

raising his voice and yelling at us - telling us that we were out of line, un-sportsman-like idiots 

who take the game too serious. However, the referee determined that the player in question’s 

stick was, indeed, illegal. 

- Post game a number of the XXXXX players began mouthing off and swearing (f-word, etc) to our 

team and one of the XXXXXX player’s threw a punch at one of my YYYYYY players. From there, a 



small scuffle ensued, at which point the XXXXXXX coach’s high-school aged son, who was also an 

active coach on the their sideline during the game, began grabbing, tossing and assaulting 2 of 

my YYYYYY players. In addition, the XXXXXX coach became enraged and began flipping out. He, 

once again, approached me in a very violent and confrontational manner while screaming, 

swearing and threatening me, my coaches and my players. From there the coach continued with 

his rage and got in the face of one our parents who was acting as one the time keepers for the 

game. At that point the referee had to step in to tell the XXXXXXX coaches and players to leave 

the field.  

- How dare another acting coach on the sideline, teenager or otherwise, put his hands on a player 

from an opposing team. Such an act is grounds for filing assault charges.  

 

Classic L3/4 Game 

- Asst coach told me XXXX XXXXX Offical to go " fu-- yourself and then said a 2nd time fu-- you, 

and that we sucked, 2 flags were thrown on the Asst coach and penalties and ejection were 

accessed. YYYYYY players were out of control for slashing and personal fouls. YYYYY players #'s 

14, 95 and 48 fouled out of the game. excessive personal fouls. 

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- Within last 20 seconds of the game, XXXXXX 5/6 assistant coach BBBBB DDDDDD was visibly 

upset with a non-call against his son. Coach DDDDD was screaming and kicking things on the 

sideline. At one point he was restrained by 3 parents to prevent him from advancing toward the 

ref. Although I didn’t hear what he was saying, YYYYY parents indicated that was using foul 

language as well. 

 

Classic L3/4 Game 

- During a physical, chippy game one of the coaches of XXXXX was frustrated by a call, or lack of a 

call, by the new AO who was doing only his third game. The coach ran out on the field and 

screamed "What the f-ck was that" at him a couple times. 

 

Classic L5/6 Game  

- A XXXXX parent who was standing on the sidelines then screamed: You have to Fucking hit 

someone and wake up be part of the game to his son who was a defender. 

 

 

 



Classic L5/6 Game 

- During the game - some questionable calls were made and the ref was unable to provide an 

accurate score to the game. This made one of the XXXXXXX parents extremely angry. She was 

very vocal - at different times she yelled at the ref - AO - the XXXXXX coaches - and the YYYYYY 

coaches. It was a little out of control but I would not consider it worthy of reporting. The 

problem arose when she approached - cornered - and verbally attacked the AO after the game 

was over. She berated him - questioning calls he did or didn't make - and yelling about him not 

keeping an accurate score to the game. When the AO's mother - who happened to be nearby - 

stepped in - the XXXXXX parent began yelling at her as well.  

 

 

Classic L5/6 Game  

- On several occasions over the course of the game the Assistant Coach was completely out of 

line. He consistently made disparaging remarks both to me as well as our players. Wanting to set 

a good example for our kids I let all of these comments slide. About halfway through the 4th 

quarter one of the XXXXXX players speared our middie and he went to the ground. I had no 

problem with the penalty but what happened next is inexcusable. This coach starts screaming 

repeatedly to the ref that our player took a dive. He didn't say it once. He yelled for 20-30 

seconds as our player lay on the ground writhing in pain. I was in such disbelief that all I could 

do was stare at him as he went on his tirade.  

 

 

Classic L3/4 Game 

- At a halftime meeting - that I requested - I asked the senior official to ensure that the ref ensure 

the safety of all players. I had three players injured in the first half - two of which were a result 

of illegal body checks. Body checks are not allowed at all in the 3/4  level. The XXXXX coach said -

Do you mind if I go back to my team? I said - No - Id prefer that you stay so that you can ensure 

that your team plays safely. The XXXXX coach then said something to the effect of - I cant 

fucking do anything about that. Its a contact sport and it isnt my fault that you have a bunch of 

3rd graders. To which I responded - I dont know why you are swearing at me - that is 

inappropriate. And in fact it is your job to make sure your team plays within the rules. The 

Canton coach tried to say that he wasnt swearing at me - that he just swearing in general.  I 

responded - Either way - you have no right to speak to me that way. There was some back and 

forth - the XXXXXX coach definitely violated my personal space. I reminded him again that he 

had no right to swear at me. 

 

 

 



Classic Level 1/2 Game 

- The ending score for this game was somewhere between 20 and 30 to zero. The XXXX coaches 

stopped counting around 20 and state their was very poor sportsmanship from the YYYYYY 

coach. YYYYYYYY coach did not have his athletes let up until the buzzer and continued to yell for 

his team to push to goal and finish it. He was very aggressive on the sidelines instead of 

encouraging and remembering at the 1/2 level that this is just a game and a learning experience 

for all. 

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- After the game - he was still fuming and challenged me on the no-call. There was at one point 

where he dropped a profanity (bullsh*t) loudly right in front of the kids. When I tried to calm 

him down by saying "Stay Classy" in an even-toned manner - he kept pretending that he didn't 

hear me and kept walking towards me asking for clarification on what I said. It got to the point 

where we were half a foot apart from each other before him finally backing away. For someone 

who has gone through MBYLL's coaching training - I thought that was very unprofessional of him 

throughout this entire process. 

 

Classic L5/6 Game 

- While both the XXXXXXX kids and ZZZZZZZ kids were fighting for a ground ball - a ZZZZZZ player  

used the "n" word.  "The is my ball n**ers!" - is what the kids said that this boy said.  While I do 

not believe it was directed at anyone in particular - one of my players - on the field at the time 

and going for the ball - is bi-racial boy - with darker skin. After coming off the field - 1 player 

mentioned something to me - but I wanted to confirm with other players before submitting 

anything to the league. 


